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abstract: Ethics is often viewed as the elaboration of and compliance to norms,  

a.k.a. as the deductive model of ethics. This is well illustrated by the mainstream devel-

opment of codes of ethics and ethics committees in the healthcare setting and beyond. 

Drawing upon a recent synthesis of pragmatist insights on the nature of ethics as well as 

contemporary scholarship on human flourishing, I explain how ethics is not primarily 

about the compliance of experience and agency to preset norms but about liberation and 

empowerment within a process of existential meaning-making. This point is made in 

the context of two important tasks of ethics: (1) understanding moral problems and (2) 

providing guidance for solving such problems.

keywords: ethics, pragmatism, health, freedom, experience

“Language” is “the tool of tools.”
—john dewey, Experience and Nature, 1925
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Ethics is commonly considered to be an area of academic activity (often 
philosophical but increasingly interdisciplinary), as well as a domain of 
practice (e.g., ethics consulting services, ethics committees) that supports 
the resolution of moral problems in daily life. Although there is a plethora 
of views on the field and its goals, especially given its many areas of spe-
cialization (e.g., business ethics, bioethics, environmental ethics), ethics is 
usually tasked with the goal of providing foundations for moral judgment 
and reasoning to help address and solve specific difficult situations.1 Quite 
a few influential scholars advance that the remedy to moral problem lies in 
the development and application of foundational ethical principles. This 
has led to proposals for theories like a discourse ethics,2 as well as more 
contextual ethics theories and methodologies.3 Accordingly, ethics teach-
ing at the university level, for example, typically stresses the learning of 
moral theories and asks students to apply these principles in difficult cases. 
In this context, students are expected to learn to justify decisions based 
on renowned ethical theories. As Steven Fesmire writes, it is almost as if 
“Ethics has literally come to be defined by its idolatrous worship of rules.”4

Consistent with this view, codes of ethics and ethics guidelines have 
been developed to guide professionals (e.g., physicians, engineers, nurses) 
from whom we expect the respect of agreed-upon standards and adherence 
to trustworthy behaviors. Recent developments in ethics teaching take the 
form of online educational modules where knowledge of ethics guidelines 
can be tested; this is now common practice, for example, in research ethics 
in the USA, Canada, and Australia.5 Most often, these codes are deontolog-
ical in nature and spell out obligations that professionals have toward their 
clients, their peers, and society.

The common understanding of ethics as the development and eventual 
implementation of ethical principles and codes has many flaws, of which I 
stress one: namely, that such an approach “imprisons” human experience. 
By imprisoning—or, to use a more nuanced word, constraining—I simply 
mean that it is difficult to genuinely start with human moral experiences 
within this view of ethics because it inherently structures and orients human 
experience to conform with a preset desired outcome or destination, such as 
the respect of certain ethical principles. Ethics is thus taken to embody the 
application of certain predetermined views about “the good life” and worthy 
human experiences, such that it is not taken as an engaging and participatory 
process of inquiry leading to the development of these views. It is true that—
as human collectives—we undoubtedly share some moralities that help us 
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cooperate. It is also true that we need professional moralities (e.g., deontol-
ogy and codes of ethics), which allow certain professions and institutions to 
set specific norms and expectations of moral conduct. Both human moral-
ities and deontology represent how certain groups have adapted to social 
needs and relationships. They can be tremendously useful to avoid harm to 
others and ensure peaceful relationships. However, they should not be con-
flated with ethics as understood by pragmatists, which is an open-ended and 
inquiring process about how our habits, including habits of thought, can be 
defended based on an understanding of their implications for the flourishing 
(a.k.a. Eudaimonia) of ourselves and others.6

In this article, I further describe how human experience is often “impris-
oned” or constrained by the standard ethical approach to two core tasks of 
ethics inquiry: (1) understanding moral problems and (2) providing guid-
ance for solving such problems. I want to suggest that a pragmatist account 
of ethics, oriented toward deliberation and outcomes,7 calls for alternative 
approaches to moral problem description and ethical theorizing as well as 
corresponding methodological orientations. In writing this article, I am 
partly relying on a recent synthesis of insights from pragmatist theory, con-
temporary social science and psychology theory,8 and related practical and 
methodological work. In doing so, I build upon the account of self-formation 
discussed by Alain Beauclair,9 as well as upon the role of voluntary and intel-
ligent behavior within ethics envisioned as a liberatory practice.10

Understanding Moral Problems

A Common View: Moral Problems as Dilemmas and Choices

It is customary to describe moral problems as “dilemmas,” “issues,” “dif-
ficult choices,” or “tough decisions” in different sectors of ethics such as 
biomedical ethics and business ethics.11 These kinds of terminologies may 
have been reinforced by the development of applied ethics,12 where eth-
ics theory is presumed to offer general guidance (e.g., ethical principles, 
cardinal values) to be “applied” to “cases.”13 Therein, the role of ethics is 
commonly understood as solving difficult problems, shedding light on 
issues, resolving dilemmas, and offering principled decisions grounded in 
“established” and agreed-upon values and principles. This common view is 
congruent with understandings of the rationality of applied ethics as akin 
to forms of deductive reasoning.14
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Ethics—without making overly sweeping generalizations—has tended 
to be rationalistic and rule-based and embeds the understanding of difficult 
moral problems in cognitivist and universalistic assumptions and discourse.15 
Not surprisingly, some influential practical theories take moral dilemmas as 
their fundamental unit of analysis. In these cases, two defendable principles 
(e.g., respect for autonomy and beneficence) are pitted against each other and, 
eventually, a balanced compromise between the two principles is reached to 
achieve the most defendable decision.16 Along these lines, Tom Beauchamp 
and James Childress write, “General normative ethics . . . is a form of inquiry 
that attempts to answer the question, ‘Which general moral norms for the 
guidance and evaluation of conduct should we accept and why?’ Ethical the-
ories attempt to identify and justify these norms.”17 They further state that 
“moral dilemmas . . . are circumstances in which moral obligations demand 
or appear to demand that a person adopt each of two (or more) alternative 
actions, yet the person cannot perform all the required alternatives.”18 Other 
widely adopted accounts (e.g., in business ethics) similarly stress that ethics 
is about choices in situations in which there are competing options to choose 
from.19

The formulation of problematic moral situations as dilemmas, choices, 
and decisions explains why some approaches (like principlism in biomedi-
cal ethics) have gained considerable traction in practice and policy,20 as they 
result in “settling” or “resolving” issues, cases, and dilemmas. This simpli-
fication of complex situations is convenient and lends support to simple 
and practical solutions in ethics practice and teaching. It shapes the kinds 
of responses that can be expected from more practical areas and concretizes 
efforts to promote ethics in organizations and professional teams by deal-
ing with moral dilemmas, or breaches of ethical principles.21 Accordingly, 
codes of ethics for businesses, clinicians and hospitals, governmental 
officials, and schools have become prime examples of the statement, or 
reinstatement, of the importance of certain values or guiding ethical prin-
ciples for human interactions. Although the intentions are usually good, 
and the descriptions of moral problems as dilemmas and encroachments 
upon ethical principles are partially right and truthful, these descriptions 
remain abstract and reductionist in that they leave out the complexities of 
the situations in which moral issues surface and the diversity of configu-
rations in which they arise. Moreover, rationalistic approaches rely on a 
number of epistemological assumptions (e.g., that moral dilemmas can be 
identified, agreed upon, and solved), which may prevent the adoption of a 
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more generous, contextualized, and open-ended approach to understand-
ing moral problems.

Understandings of moral problems as dilemmas, issues, or choices 
are not wrong as such; these words capture part of the experience and 
conception of moral problems. They are shorthand expressions for what 
seems to be at stake in a given situation. However, this approach can carry 
rationalistic overtones and may disempower those who are not experts in 
the field by using terminology that alienates the ordinary people involved 
in those situations.22 For example, clinicians, and by consequence clini-
cal ethicists, understand themselves as dealing with cases in the manner 
illustrated by the very formulation of clinical ethics as a form of casu-
istry and case analysis.23 Although seemingly innocuous, this builds on 
the professional framework for clinicians to understand the realities 
of patients as cases. A related phenomenon is when ethicists become 
experts of the language used to describe and understand dilemmas, a 
situation (i.e., the weaponizing of ethical principles) that can contribute 
to alienating people from the situations they live because they do not have 
the ability to wield the vocabulary used to describe their situations.24 In 
this and other ways, rationalistic orientations of ethics may begin their 
conception of moral experiences in uncritical and preformatted ways. 
For example, does a patient have a say in describing their case? Is the 
patient’s story only useful and meaningful insofar as it takes the format of 
a case? Where do patients’ concerns fit into case notes and case reports? 
Although seemingly innocuous and potentially helpful, these formula-
tions of lived problems as choices, dilemmas, or decisions and others 
can be constraining and imprison the experience of those who are not 
ethics experts. Thus, how can we develop alternate moral language and 
terminology—or a different attitude or stance toward existing moral lan-
guage—to describe moral experiences in ways that are more empowering 
and less rationalistic?

An Alternative Account: Morally Problematic Situations

As discussed in an upcoming synthesis, The Theory of Deliberative Wisdom, 
we can support and expand Dewey’s concept of “morally problematic sit-
uations” as a cornerstone to describe difficult moral experiences.25 Dewey 
provides the following description of morally problematic situations and 
inquiry:
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A moral situation is one in which judgment and choice are required 
antecedently to overt action. The practical meaning of the situation—
that is to say the action needed to satisfy it—is not self-evident. It 
has to be searched for. There are conflicting desires and alternate 
apparent goods. What is needed is to find the right course of action, 
the right good. Hence, inquiry is exacted: observation of the detailed 
makeup of the situation; analysis into its diverse factors; clarification 
of what is obscure; discounting of the more insistent and vivid traits; 
tracing the consequences of the various modes of action that suggest 
themselves; regarding the decision reached as hypothetical and ten-
tative until the anticipated or supposed consequences that led to its 
adoption have been squared with actual consequences. This inquiry 
is intelligence.26

Morally problematic situations are situations in which our typical hab-
its of conduct, i.e., typical ways of doing things and solving everyday life 
problems, are challenged in ways that relate to morality. Here, problems of 
morality stand for a range of rich and complex experiences and phenomena 
wherein we feel unease and anguish over the tensions between different 
ideas of the good, i.e., ideals, values, interests, and principles guiding our 
conduct, alongside the nature and experience of the situation itself. The 
precise nature of these tensions is hard to explain succinctly or compre-
hensively, notably because human morality is an open-ended and evolving 
domain of human existence; it deals with harms done to others, the pursuit 
of the good, the conditions of human flourishing, and other dimensions 
of human welfare and well-being in which the meaning of human life and 
a life of meaning are raised.27 Longstanding debates about the “domain of 
morality” occupy scholars in education and moral development theory,28 
such that it would be perilous to imagine settling them. Moreover, from a 
pragmatist standpoint, trying to definitely settle such boundaries may not 
make any sense. Suffice for now to state that moral problems represent a 
rich and extensive set of phenomena that include situations in which an 
individual struggles with self-understanding and distinguishing the values 
that should guide one’s own behaviors, namely, behaviors that are most 
conducive to human flourishing, as well as situations in which there is 
uncertainty about what should be done.29 These episodes are not only—and 
perhaps not even primarily—experienced as a conflict of principles, but are 
also expressed in embodied and experiential forms of anxiety, discomfort, 
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or uneasiness.30 These perplexing experiences are grounded in the world 
of morality, of lived experience, which can be distinguished from ethics as 
a discipline that offers a scientific (read: structured, informed, scholarly, 
inquisitive, deliberative) understanding of moral problems encountered 
and approaches to solve them.31

This terminology of a morally problematic situation—when taken seri-
ously and envisioned with a broader pragmatist theoretical framework, i.e., 
a transactional epistemology—carries important implications, the most 
evident of which I name here.

First, the situation needs to engage stakeholders as agents with a per-
spective on their situation. This means giving a voice to the agents who live 
the situation and being sensitive to the language they use since language 
is the means by which we can express the meaning of what we live. This is 
what the pioneer of bioethics Daniel Callahan remarked early in the history 
of this field when he wrote:

No subject would seem to me more worthy of investigation that what 
I will call the ‘ordinary language of moral thinking and discourse.’ 
Most people do not talk about their ethical problems in the language 
of philosophers. And I have yet to meet one professional ethicist who, 
when dealing with his own personal moral dilemmas, talks the lan-
guage of his professional writings; he talks like everyone else, and 
presumably he is thinking through his own problems in banal every-
day language like everyone else.32

Second, recognizing that moral problems, moral questions, etc., occur in 
situ means that embodied and contextualized understandings of those lived 
experiences be reflected upon, as opposed to focusing on abstract accounts 
of moral problems that foster narrow and disembodied views of human 
attitudes and behaviors, i.e., a view from nowhere.33 The transactional 
account of morally problematic situation recognizes that views are always 
from someone somewhere.34

Third, ethicists, professionals, and all those involved in morally prob-
lematic situations, especially those with authority and power, must be con-
scious of the lens through which they approach situations and of the biases 
they bring in. This can help avoid perpetuating epistemic injustice.35

Fourth, we cannot expect that people with different perspectives will 
(always) agree on what they consider to be moral problems. Establishing a 
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given problem’s impact on one’s wellbeing and flourishing is partly a subjec-
tive process. Thus, to express the meaning and nature of that problem, there 
needs to be intersubjective processes (i.e., communication) that allow others 
to make sense of the experience. These processes involve psychological and 
social mechanisms of moral awareness. Thus, the concept of morally prob-
lematic situations remains deliberately open-ended and vague. It implies that 
clear, rational, objective, and universal boundaries of human moralities are 
impossible. It further implies that these fuzzy meanings are negotiated and 
constructed intersubjectively, never purely objectively, in the strict sense of the 
term, because they always refer to lived experience(s) of goods and wrongs.

Fifth, situations vary in their nature such that they may be more about 
the agents, more about the contexts that agents are confronted with, or more 
about the interactions (or the transactions) between agents and context.

Sixth, ethics needs to build robust and grounded understandings of 
moral problems. This task can be enhanced by scientific insights into 
human behavior and human psychology to enrich our understanding of 
morally problematic situations. Understanding moral problems is not the 
sole or final end of ethics since ethics mobilizes empirical knowledge to 
support the development of responses to situations in ways that promote 
the welfare and flourishing of those concerned.

In sum, by starting with a focus on ordinary experience, and reflect-
ing a corresponding methodological orientation (e.g., in ethics research 
and ethics practice), moral experience is not preformatted by the views of 
experts or others; it is understood as the starting point of an inquiry into 
ways of understanding, reflecting upon and overcoming difficult experi-
ences. In this process of inquiry, ethics theory is often viewed as the corner-
stone to self-understanding and moral problem solving. However, as I will 
discuss next, the contribution of theory to these goals depends on what we 
envision ethics theory to be.

Providing Guidance for Solving Moral Problems

A Common View: Ethics Theory as Foundational Normative Reasoning

Ethics theory is often viewed as the quintessence of ethics itself, such that 
ethics is boiled down to philosophizing about moral problems and moral 
concepts, notably oriented to the search for foundational forms of norma-
tive reasoning. It is in this sense that doing ethics can actually be equated 
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to merely discussing ethics rather than using ethics theory to address or 
help others address significant moral problems encountered in their lives. 
Much of mainstream ethics theorizing is done in hopes of achieving some 
version or combination of the following goals: (1) provide guidance to better 
and correct ethical reasoning; (2) provide a preferable set of ethics princi-
ples to guide practice in general; (3) provide coherence or deeper justifica-
tion of moral reasoning; and/or (4) support a certain view of ethics as the 
best, most defendable model. As Fesmire summarizes the situation, often 
these tasks are associated—by both proponents and opponents—with the 
search for indubitable and foundational ethical principles:

There is a central dogma of ethical theory, namely that it rests on 
revealing or constructing a moral bedrock that tells us the right way 
to think about moral problems. Moral skeptics accept this dogma, 
plausibly reject that such a foundation can be discovered or erected, 
and hear the bell toll for ethics. Many self-described normative eth-
icists hear no such bell. They argue, or uncritically assume, that the 
fundamental fact of morality is the capacity to set aside our patch-
work of customary beliefs and then to discern and apply moral laws 
or rules derived from one or more foundational principles. This is 
indeed an ineliminable assumption of ethics, moral skeptics rejoin, 
but we sadly we all lack such a capacity. The resulting diversity of 
proffered objective moral foundations is fascinating, and endless: 
universal laws of reason, the principle of respect for persons, natural 
rights, timeless moral intuitions, divine command, natural laws, the 
doctrine of agape, to name a few.36

Canonical (normative) ethics theories are theories that seemingly realize 
the agenda for foundational normative reasoning. These theories stress 
the foundational character of certain ethical principles, such as justice and 
autonomy.37 They emphasize the importance of establishing the source of 
ethics judgment justification. This focus on the foundations of ethics has 
been notably criticized by feminist scholars, as an unhelpful rigid and dog-
matic focus of ethics theory.38 Not surprisingly, perplexing debates ensue in 
the quest to identify foundational ethical principles of value, namely, princi-
ples from which all others are supposed to follow. The search for an overarch-
ing ethical principle (or several) in both abstract and concrete circumstances 
is considered important because finding coherence is a valued task of ethics 
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theory. There is considerable importance to be granted to providing ethical 
arguments, reasons, and justifications for any given action. However, envi-
sioning this search as one for certainty and ethical foundations needs to be 
reconsidered and recontextualized, as argued by tenets of pragmatist, narra-
tive, and feminist ethics,39 because there are problems in understanding how 
these goals can be achieved, notably by calling upon a set of rationalistic and 
indubitable principles. Indeed, if moral problems are deeply experiential and 
rooted in our own existence, why do we envision ethics theory as providing a 
preset destination of our own lives?

When ethics theory is envisioned exclusively as a destination to be pur-
sued or a vision to be applied, there is a risk of failing to respond to the 
particularities of the situations, notably to the aspirations of peoples’ views 
on the meaning of their own lives. It is easy to see how—when experience 
is left out of the reasoning—the search for foundations stricto sensu of eth-
ical principles becomes a question-begging exercise, a petitio principii. An 
action is right if it adheres to a principle, and so is deemed just or correct, 
but the principle is itself justified by the purported outcome that is sup-
posed to follow from applying the given principle. Both rely on justification 
from the other—the principle is justified by the action, and the action is 
justified by adhering to the principle. This fallacy cannot be avoided unless 
there is a recognition that experience is both the starting and return point 
of ethics theory, and that thus theory is an intermediate, a tool.

An Alternative Account: Theory as Tool (or Instrument)

Rather than seeing the intellectual resources of ethics as ends-in- 
themselves, it is more productive to envision them as tools to which moral 
agents have recourse to understand, tackle, and discuss moral problems 
and, more generally, the moral aspects of their existence.40 Accordingly, 
ethics theory and concepts can be seen as tools or instruments that are put 
to test when they are mobilized in the pursuit of concrete tasks.41 To argue 
that ethics is primarily concerned with principles would commit another 
error, which is to conflate the intellectual tools with the problems they are 
developed to deal with. Analogously, physics is not about Newton’s Three 
Laws of Motion or the Theory of Relativity, but about fundamental aspects 
of reality such as space and time. These specific theories are instruments 
to understanding these phenomena and their relationships. This is, in 
essence, a pragmatist understanding of ethics theory.42 Therein, the role of 
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ethics and ethicists is to equip moral agents to harness their moral lives and 
become active. Accordingly, the traditional expectations toward ethics the-
ory such as the quest for coherence, justification, and optimal arguments 
should not remain solely an intellectual task, but a task deeply connected 
to practice and experience. In other words, theory needs to be instrumen-
talized. It should be useable knowledge that rewards its user insofar as it 
enacts liberatory practices43 and human flourishing.44

Within a pragmatist account and theories like The Theory of Deliberative 
Wisdom, ethics theory and theorizing come to serve a different function than 
in common accounts. Theory, in this case, ceases to claim to uphold disin-
carnated truths, such as indubitable and foundational principles that hold 
theoretically in a wide range of situations, and that purportedly offer answers 
to a wide array of problems, irrespective of realizability. Instead, theory here 
offers tools and insights that help one grasp moral situations and make sense 
of them, thus providing insights for an engaged resolution of such situa-
tional problems and guiding learning from them. It supports and guides the 
process of ethical inquiry. Importantly, as a tool (or more accurately, a set of 
tools), ethics theory and components of theory, such as concepts and princi-
ples, do not replace the practical application of such practices. Having a tool 
does not mean that the job will get done; the tools must be wielded skillfully. 
Further, the tool itself does not guide the overall plan of action. Rather, it 
helps channel efforts and bring focus to the need for action. The intent must 
originate within the agent. For example, having a saw or theoretically under-
standing how to use a saw is not sufficient for cutting a piece of wood—one 
must actively utilize this knowledge to enact change and actualize a desired 
outcome. Historically, ethics scholarship has not focused on tools and the 
skills involved in using the tools since its view of ethics knowledge has 
remained siloed in the theoretical without clear connections to practice,45 and 
without strong connections to real-life human flourishing.46

Again, there are several implications of a pragmatist account of ethics 
theory, which I can only cover in brief. First, if ethics theory is a tool, then 
the purposes it can be put toward vary tremendously. Figuring out when 
there is an actual moral problem at hand, a problem that raises important 
stakes for human welfare and human flourishing, is not always a clear and 
linear process in practice. This is one part of the complexity I encountered 
when examining how clinical ethics committee members wrestled with the 
establishment of what qualified as a legitimate moral problem.47 Even when 
a moral problem can be identified (e.g., identifying issues of respect for 
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autonomy within a consent process in a given clinical environment), there 
will be multiple functions or purposes that the concepts at stake may serve. 
This has been nicely identified by Neal Dickert and colleagues, who have 
stressed how consent, for example, plays numerous roles in practice such 
as providing transparency, promoting concordance with participants’ values, 
and promoting trust.48 Importantly, different functions of consent call upon 
different criteria to assess whether they are at stake, based on the context 
in which they are used. Securing consent from an elderly and frail patient 
in a position of authority may be carried out to ensure that the overall envi-
ronment remains one of high integrity where consent is not assumed, but 
sought. Likewise, some functions (e.g., promoting trust) may sometimes be 
in tension with others (e.g., promoting concordance with participants’ val-
ues) because overconfidence in researchers may further fuel blind consent. If 
a rather well-rehearsed doctrine, such as consent in research settings, yields 
this much complexity, then it becomes even more important not to see solu-
tions in the tools themselves but in the actual goals toward which these tools 
are put to use.

Second, ethics needs to envision its engagement with theory as a par-
ticipatory (or deliberative) exercise such that it becomes a tool that liberates 
and empowers ethical agency.49 The paramount goal of ethics is to culti-
vate a good life and existence. Living such a life cannot be done without 
asking questions about one’s moral orientation, which brought Socrates to 
declare (according to Plato) that “the unexamined life is not worth living.”50 
Accordingly, ethics is a project of harnessing human moral life to make it a 
flourishing life. The life of Eudaimonia as proposed by ancient thinkers is 
a deeply personal project, but one can also learn from others through dia-
logue and reflection. For instance, participating in clinical research projects 
may hold great meaning to me because it allows me to transform my diffi-
cult experience (e.g., suffering from an untreatable cancer) into a contribu-
tion to the welfare of others. I may have come to this conclusion by talking 
with my relatives, with the healthcare professionals who have helped me, 
and by reflecting inward on what matters to me. It follows that the ulti-
mate justification for ethics theory is in its ability to help people actualize 
the kind of life they want to live and to support growth and maturation 
by reflecting on the goals worth pursuing and those that are less gratify-
ing. Thus, there cannot be a single life orientation promulgated by ethics 
(as sometimes expected out of traditional ethics theory) since ethics theory 
should be in the service of liberating our existence to pursue a worthy life.
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Third, it follows that merely theoretical understandings of ethical 
“issues” or “questions” are insufficient; there is a need to start within every-
day situations as they are lived and understood by the involved stakehold-
ers. This implies that stakeholders and their perspectives are crucial and 
must be mobilized to foster open-ended deliberation, rather than following 
a rigid set of valuations, created by the inescapably perspectival experts and 
molded into a fixed set of principles or essentialized values. Naturally, there 
is a plurality of goods, valuations, and interests in life; human realities are 
inherently different and complex, given the diversity of individuals’ life tra-
jectories and experiences. Ethics theory, for pragmatists, aims to establish 
a methodology that restores balance in given problems or situations, such 
that there is possibility for continued growth within a new equilibrium 
between the forces at stake. This equilibrium is founded in values already 
present within situations (i.e., the lived and situated experience of agents). 
The starting point and the end point of ethics is experience.

Regarding the nature and role of ethics theory, the differences between 
a common view of ethics theory and a pragmatist theory like The Theory of 
Deliberative Wisdom may seem modest, but they are profoundly consequen-
tial and even transformative of the common ethics agenda. For instance, 
as I have experienced in my theoretical and practical work in the health-
care setting, understanding ethics as a tool helps explain why ethics theory 
truly matters, not for its own sake, but for the practical reality of pursuing 
meaning and growth. This in turn prompts exploration of how meaning 
and growth are integral to living a fulfilled life, i.e., what Frank Martela 
described as the engineering task of ethicists.51 Additionally, if ethics the-
ory is connected to daily life experiences and human existence, then ethics 
theory is continuously evolving, ideally growing as a form of science about 
how to live a flourishing life. In other words, it should be a user-oriented 
theory in which new knowledge and practices that promote human flour-
ishing are reflected upon and incorporated. Finally, ethics theory becomes 
much more encompassing than the common focus on purely normative 
components of ethics (e.g., ethics principles). It includes, and must relate 
to, knowledge about the social and psychological mechanisms of how we 
identify moral problems and help us understand why they matter, how we 
can resolve them in real-world contexts, and how we can assess their res-
olution. These aspects are interconnected and inform each other, forming 
a larger interdisciplinary picture of what is at stake in the various tasks of 
ethics.
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Conclusion

In this short article, built upon The Theory of Deliberative Wisdom, a recent 
synthesis of pragmatist theory, contemporary psychology, and social sci-
ence, I have discussed two ongoing problems with some common ways 
of (1) understanding moral problems and (2) providing guidance for solv-
ing such problems. In brief, it is common to envision ethics as a theoret-
ical, academic discipline, mostly philosophical in nature, which attempts 
to establish the primacy of some general ethics principle(s). Customarily, 
the role of a more practical use of ethics is to “apply” these principles to 
solve the dilemmas encountered in difficult moral situations. However, the 
nature of these situations (e.g., what they are, how we become aware of 
them) often remains unaddressed.

I described how understandings of human experience are often con-
strained within the ways we understand moral problems and how we 
attempt to resolve them by referring to ethics theory. The former process 
is sometimes boiled down to naming issues without understanding their 
existential and situational aspects, while the latter is often reduced to the 
application of recognized ethical principles. Approaches to these tasks can 
be enriched by addressing moral problems within a broader transactional 
framework, where the experience of those engaged in solving moral prob-
lems is incorporated to understand how certain problems impact their life 
narratives and values. In this way, ethics theory ceases to be a bearer of dis-
incarnate truth but rather, in the best cases, it becomes a source of insight 
to help grasp moral situations (make sense of them) and provide a set of 
tools for the engaged resolution of such problematic situations, with a con-
sideration for the assumptions that we bring into our understanding of 
them. Its ultimate goal is to foster human flourishing.
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